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BEING ADAPTABLE
We began planning for Pedal the
Penobscot, Bangor Land Trust’s annual
fundraiser, in early March. Just a week later we
learned that the first Mainer had tested positive for
COVID-19. Life changed for us all. We needed to
figure out how to move forward, how to take care
of Bangor Land Trust and our community, while
living with great uncertainty.
We thought about the value Pedal the
Penobscot brings to Bangor. It supports Bangor
Land Trust and its trails and programs that people
love. Our preserves are even more important
for physical and mental health during these
difficult times. Pedal’s enthusiastic participants
keep showing us how important biking is to
our community. The ride demonstrates the
importance of sharing the road. It challenges
people to stretch their riding ambitions, to spend
the summer getting in shape. It promotes health
by encouraging exercise. High Tide’s generous
celebratory feast at the finish line has been a
community gathering, a chance to connect with
friends. We do not want to give all that up.
But in these times, the safety of Pedal the
Penobscot riders must be our major priority. BLT
is committed to holding Pedal the Penobscot in
one form or another. If a “classic Pedal,” proves
to be safe, we are planning for a wonderful ride,
similar to those we have held for the past 13
years.

Registration is open for the September 13 event
through bikereg.com, through www.bangorlandtrust.
org, and by mail to the Bangor Land Trust, PO Box
288, Bangor ME 04402-0288..
However, in this time of uncertainty we need
backup plans and Pedal variants. We have opened
a Facebook group for everyone who wants to “keep
your distance while going the distance.” Riders
will choose their own routes and riding times, ride
solo or with members of their own households,
and connect with other participants through our
Facebook group. All Pedal the Penobscot registrants
are invited to join and share experiences and
encourage one another. All the summer riding
will be good for getting in shape for classic Pedal,
or whatever form the event can safely take on
September 13. The High Tide Restaurant in Brewer
has generously pledged to work with us as health
and safety conditions allow.
Registration fees are the usual $45 for early
registration. This year there will be the option of
a refund if it is not safe to have classic Pedal on
September 13.
We have additional adaptations and back-up plans in
the wings. Our resourceful Administrative Assistant,
Patty Brochu, is now in the BLT office, three days a
week. Please call (942-1010) before you come so
that she will be expecting you, and wear a face
covering.
~ continued on page 8
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A Letter from Bangor Land Trust President
Dear Friends,
An odd idea keeps coming into my mind. I feel as though this
summer, in this time of COVID-19, Nature has come back to bite us. Not
only must we worry about ticks, some of whom carry potentially lethal bacteria
that they are willing to share, but we are being attacked by COVID-19, caused by
a zoonotic virus that apparently circulated in bats on the other side of the globe
and jumped from host to host until it found humans who carried it to Bangor.
After years of advocating for us to take care of Bangor’s wild back yard and all
its living creatures, I find myself somewhat taken aback and wondering what
lessons we should learn.
Clearly these events powerfully remind us that we are all part of the
natural world. We can’t ignore our role in our complex ecosystem; our health is
intimately connected to its health. Thanks to our big brains and technological
prowess we may be the top predators, but in the end, everybody is somebody’s
lunch. We may be lunch for very small creatures like bacteria, or even recruited
as hosts for not quite living entities like viruses, but our big brains and big
weapons don’t automatically make us immune. If we want to avoid being used
– as lunch or otherwise – we must do what other animals and even plants do,
create defenses. Many of us know how to defend against ticks so that we can
be safe outdoors. We are just beginning to understand how to live safely with
COVID-19. We wash our hands, wear masks, fund basic research, and look
forward to a vaccine. The natural world has its dangers and we can prepare as
best we are able.
Taking a larger view, we have to take a good look at how we interact with
other animals on our planet, both domesticated and wild. Biodiversity is essential
to a healthy ecosystem; we need to preserve it. It provides checks and balances
that foster stability and prevent the unchecked multiplication of killer species –
from bacteria at the bottom of the food chain to predators at the top.
For example, deer ticks can infect humans and cause Lyme disease. The
ticks pick up the spirochete (Borrelia burgdorferi) when they feed preferred hosts
such as white-footed mice. They apparently pick up fewer spirochetes when
they feed on less preferred hosts such as shrews, gray squirrels, birds, dogs, and
humans. It is likely that the more of the latter there are in a particular area, more
ticks will adhere to them and in consequence the spirochetes will not reproduce
so fast. If there are fewer of these alternate hosts available, ticks will adhere to
white-footed mice and harbor more spirochetes. To take a very different example
of the importance of biodiversity, studies show that children raised from infancy
in more biodiverse environments have fewer allergies.
Thank you for helping your land trust to protect the biodiversity of our
home here in Bangor and take care of our community as well. We hope you will
enjoy both BLT’s preserves and the community programs we continue to offer,
even as we change our modalities to defend against COVID-19!

With best wishes for good health,

A Spring Surprise

Nature Notes
By Larry Beauregard

Late winter and early spring are amazing
times in the woods of Maine. The air is fresh,
snow is melting, streams are running faster
and tree buds are preparing for their seasonal
explosion.
I was taking in all of these features while
snowshoeing through the woods in early March.
Near the edge of a beaver bog, I noted a snow
mound that had a 6” hole in one side. The
hole caught my eye because it had ice crystals
all around it suggesting that something was
melting and refreezing the snow around the
hole. Perhaps the mound housed muskrats, I
thought! I walked around to the opposite side
of the mound and noted a bigger dark hole in
its side. I decided to take a few photos of the
“muskrat mound” and took out my camera. As I
stood there trying to figure out what I was seeing,
a black paw came up followed by a large head.
“Oh gosh, that’s a black bear and it’s coming out
of its den!”
Its wide-open eye was looking right at me
as I stood about six feet away. Fortunately, the
bear was as surprised as I and it ran off into the
woods. As my heart rate slowed
a bit, I quickly headed off in the
opposite direction.
In retrospect, didn’t this
seem to be a bit early for a black
bear (Ursus americanus) to be
coming out of “hibernation”?
For that matter, do bears really
hibernate? My research on
the subject shows that there is
a difference of opinion. “True
hibernation” is defined as
deep winter sleep combined
with significant decline in body
temperature to match the outside
temperature, slowed heart rate and
slowed breathing. Waking for these

hibernators is a slow process. The black bear’s
dormancy is associated with decreased heart
rate but their body temperature stays high. They
don’t eat, urinate or defecate but they can wake
up quickly and easily. This type of winter sleep is
known as “torpor”. Some biologists have redefined
mammalian hibernation as “a specialized, seasonal
reduction in metabolism concurrent with scarce
food and cold weather.” (Watts et al., 1981). Under
this definition, the black bear is a true hibernator.
Bears are omnivores but their diet consists
primarily of vegetation. In the early spring, they
concentrate on greening grasses and buds of
hardwood trees. Summer diet consists of fruits and
berries and the fall is a feast of beechnuts, acorns
and hazelnuts. Bear also eat larvae and adult
ants and bees. It is not unusual to hear stories of
bear raiding bird feeders and garbage in our region
during the spring when other food sources are
limited. Wildlife specialists advise us that bearhuman conflicts can be minimized by removing
common food attractants from around your home.

The Art of Forest Bathing
Over the course of my year working as an intern
at Bangor Land Trust, I learned to appreciate the
connections between social work and protecting
the environment. While not obvious at first to
most, these connections are numerous. Both
social workers and land trusts are called to act as
advocates for the environment, assess the needs
of populations, intervene to support health, and
maintain clear evaluative practices. By far the most
interesting connection that I explored this year is
the practice of forest bathing.
Also called forest therapy, nature therapy or
“shinrin-yoku”, the practice became popular in
Japan during the 1980s and blends mindfulness
with experiencing the natural environment. The
basics are relatively simple: Walk slowly and
mindfully through the woods, with the goal of
resting your mind and focusing your senses on
the forest environment. This isn’t exercise, like
hiking or jogging; instead, forest bathing calls us
to open our senses and bridge the gap that exists
between ourselves and the natural world. The
multi-sensory impacts of immersing oneself in the
natural world are immense. Rooted in evolutionary
psychology, the sounds, smells, and textures of the
environment are what provide the foundation for
forest bathing experiences.
Several studies around the world have found
many benefits of forest bathing regularly. Evidence
shows that it lowers heart rate, blood pressure, and
levels of the stress hormone cortisol in the blood.
On affective assessments, participants in studies
reported having increased feelings of happiness
and creative thought. The practice is also thought
to boost the immune system and one’s ability to
recover from injury or illness.
When embarking on a forest bathing session,
focus on and take in not only the light filtering
through the leaves but also the smell of the damp
forest floor, the sound of insects and birds, and the
taste of the freshness of the air. Allow nature to
envelope you and enter through your ears, eyes,
nose, mouth, hands and feet. There is no wrong

by Hannah Rose
way to bathe in the forest. Even the smallest
moments connected with nature can offer big
rewards.
My time with Bangor Land Trust encouraged
me to discover new opportunities for social work
practice and advocacy. In a similar way, forest
bathing calls practitioners to open their mind to
new connections with the natural world which
surrounds and grounds every aspect of our lives.
So, I call upon you, the next time you set off into
the forest, consider delving into the art of forest
bathing and putting your mind at rest, allowing you
to take in all that makes us human.
*Bangor Land Trust was pleased to have Hannah
Rose as our 2019-2020 intern from the University
of Maine School of Social Work.

Safety for everyone on
Bangor Land Trust preserves
As the poet Gary Snyder wrote, “Nature is not
a place to visit, it is home.” It is indeed our home.
It is where human beings evolved over millennia.
That is why a walk in the woods, looking for birds,
photographing flowers, or just sitting under a tree
is such a good way to calm our minds and reduce
stress. In these difficult times, beset by COVID-19,
we want to be sure that everyone seeking wellbeing
in our preserves is safe there.
Two major threats to our health – more
threatening than bear or goshawks - are the various
bacteria carried by deer ticks that cause Lyme and
other diseases, and the COVID-19 virus. Safety
requires taking precautions against both.
To avoid tick-born diseases, dress defensively
with pants tucked into socks and shirt tucked into
trousers, wear light-colored clothing to make it easier
to see ticks that may have climbed aboard, and do

a thorough tick check when you get home. Treating
your clothes with permethrin is a good way to repel
ticks.
Having BLT preserves be safe in the time of
COVID-19 requires that each of us be thoughtful
of others that we may meet. Research shows that
COVID-19 spreads readily through aerosols – from
the lungs of someone breathing deeply. People
who are not yet showing symptoms and unaware
that they are sick can and do spread COVID-19.
Please stay at least 6 feet from everyone not in your
immediate household. If you are moving fast along
a trail, please yield to more slow-moving walkers. If
you are on a bike, please stop and figure out with
the person you are passing how you can maintain
physical distancing in a way that is comfortable for
both parties.

6’

PLEASE
Practice Social
Distancing
Bacteria Borrelia Lyme

Thank You!

The Bangor Land Trust newsletter is available to view in full color
on our website www.bangorlandtrust.org
(use your phone’s QR code reader to bring you to the website!)

Bangor Land Trust can also be found on facebook, follow us for updates

Nature Bingo
Bangor Land Trust
-1How to play: Visit the preserves and look for the nature items that are all in a row, a column, or on one of the two
diagonals of 4 boxes. When you find one, enter the preserve in the box below the item’s name. When you have
completed 4 boxes in a row, column, or along a diagonal, email a copy of the completed Nature Bingo Card to
info@bangorlandtrust.org to make arrangement to receive a Bangor Land Trust water bottle prize.

Balsam Fir

Oxeye Daisy

Canadian Swallowtail

Bullfrog

Yellow Hawkweed

Chalk-fronted Corporal

White Admiral

Sensitive Fern

Red Clover
Red Maple

New York Fern

Northern Red Oak

Pickerel Frog

Gray Birch

Royal Fern

Buttercup
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Thank You to Everyone!
We couldn’t do what we do without your generous support!

If you would like to learn how to sponsor Bangor Land Trust please visit our website or call

P.O. Box 288
Bangor, ME 04401

BEING ADAPTABLE ~
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We had a wonderful menu of community
programs planned for spring, but they are on hold.
We are determined to support physical distancing
and do our part to halt the spread of COVID-19.

Online identification sites:

Our Programs Committee created Nature Bingo,
a BINGO card is on page 6 of this newsletter) and
you will be able to find more resources on our
website, www.bangorlandtrust.org.

• https://gobotany.nativeplanttrust.org

There are many opportunities to learn about and
enjoy Bangor’s Wild Back Yard while keeping
physically distant from one another! Please refer
to the box at right for a list of community science
and identification sites.

• https://www.realtimerendering.com/flowers/flowers.html

• https://bugguide.net/node/view/15740

• https://www.birds.cornell.edu/home/

• iNaturalist app and website

